Conference Brochure
Tagungsmappe
... get here quickly,
continue with success...
A new dimension in conferences,
inspirational and unusual ...
our Villa of Ideas

Am Koehlwäldchen 16 • 66877 Ramstein
Tel. 06371-80010 • Fax: 06371-64641
www.hotel-rosenhof.de • info@hotel-rosenhof.de

Overview
HotelimRosenhof
Der
Rosenhof
Überblick
The Hotel Rosenhof team, lead by Susanne Geib will
be your warm and welcoming host. We are delighted
that you have chosen our venue for your successful
conference.

Good reasons for holding your conference here:
• get here quickly, continue with success ...
• meet in a creative and comfortable atmosphere, located
between Kaiserslautern, Pirmasens and Trier, in the
tri-border region of Germany, Luxembourg and France
• family run hotel
• space for new concepts in our Villa of Ideas
• flexible conference rooms for 10 – 40 persons
• up-to-date equipment
• perfect organization, discussion corners for workshops
• air-conditioned conference rooms
• good transport links, 2 minutes from the A6, Exit 13
• free parking, free Wi-Fi
• seasonal culinary highlights
• 14 comfortable single rooms and 20 comfortable double
rooms
With our experience, we can support you from initial planning to supplying up-to-date equipment, to the perfect
implementation of your plans. Turn your conference into a
highlight that the participants will remember.
Please contact Susanne Geib or Marie-Juliet Standhardt
at any time under 06371-80010 with your questions,
suggestions and plans.
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Conference Rooms
“ROSE ROOM“

“Rose Room (25 m²)
BLOCK
10 seats

“Small Meeting Room“ (28 m²)
BLOCK
15 seats
“SMALL MEETING ROOM“

“Rosenhof Room“ (72 m²)
ROWS
40 seats

PARLIAMENTARY
30 seats

“ROSENHOF ROOM“

HORSESHOE
24 seats
CIRCULAR
24 seats
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Villa of Ideas
Room for new concepts
inspirational and unusual: our flexible conference rooms
“Creative“, “Inspiration“ and “Fascination“
have been designed around the knowledge
that there are many different kinds of events,
from small-scale meetings, to brainstorming
groups, symposia, coaching sessions and seminars to video conferences or the classic meeting.
Our conference rooms are equipped with upto-date technology including a Starboard in the
“Fascination“ room, which will make a particular
highlight of your conference.

Education is what remains
after one has forgotten
what one has learned in school.
Albert Einstein
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Villa of Ideas
“FASCINATION“

Conference room “Fascination“ (47 m²)
ROWS
32 seats

PARLIAMENTARY
24 seats

HORSESHOE
18 seats

CIRCULAR
24 seats
“INSPIRATION“

Conference room “Inspiration“ (20 m²)
BLOCK
12 seats

“CREATIVE“

Conference room “Creative“ (16 m²)
8 seats
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Our Conference Package
... for your event!
Spirit of the Rose:
• Use of conference room (min 10 persons) with standard
equipment
• Morning break – choose from 4 variations, each including
tea and coffee bar (Vitalis, Palatinate Vesper, Vive la France
or Sweet Temptation)
• 3-course lunch (soup of the day, choice of three main
courses and dessert)
• Afternoon coffee break with tea and coffee bar and
"Grandma's Tray Bake"
• Including apple juice and mineral water, both in the
conference room and with lunch
from E 47,50 per person
Standard equipment: flip chart, markers, pin board, projector
and free Wi-Fi

Choose from 4 coffee breaks:
Vitalis:
• Quark and yoghurt
• Fresh fruit salad
• Whole meal bread with
quark and fresh chives
• Crudités with herbed
quark
• Milk shake – your choice
of flavor
Vive la France:
• Croissants
• Quiche
• Petit Fours
• Baguette with cheese
• Fresh orange juice

Palatinate Vesper:
• “Hausmacher“ plate
(black pudding, liver
sausage and brawn)
• Selection of smoked hams
• “White Cheese“ (Quark
with chives and onions)
• Dripping with crackling
• Country bread
Süße Verführung:
• Mini nut and marzipan rolls
• Chocolate marshmallows
• Sweet treats
• Home-made cream
creations
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A further Package
... for you!
Blossom:
• Use of conference room (min 10 persons), with standard
equipment
• Morning coffee break with tea, coffee and fresh fruit
• 2-course lunch (choice of meat, fish or vegetarian)
• Afternoon coffee break with coffee, tea and cookies
• Including apple juice and mineral water both in conference
room and with lunch
from E 42,90 per person

Bookable extras:
• Moderator's case E 30,00
• Additional beverages (Cola, Fanta, Sprite etc.)
in conference room, E 1,50 per drink
• Expanded morning break (Vitalis, Palatinate Vesper,
Vive la France or Sweet Temptation) E 5,90 per person
• 4 course evening meal with starter, salad buffet, choice
of three main courses (meat, fish or vegetarian)
and dessert from E 29,50 per person.

Our speaker's bonus!
Extra services for your speaker in conjunction with
an overnight stay:
• Free upgrade to the comfort category
• Reserved, personal parking space
• Fruit and mineral water in your room
• Two drinks vouchers @ E 3,50 each to be redeemed
in our bar
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Events
Anniversaries, receptions,
company fairs, themed
parties kick off meetings …
... Hotel Rosenhof, with its exclusive function
rooms, the Villa of Ideas and extensive grounds,
is the obvious choice for memorable and
spectacular events and company celebrations.
We offer pagoda tents, rustic wood cabins in
the courtyard, the opportunity to play foosball
or basketball on our extensive terrace or visit
the Broadway cinema located next door – let
your imagination fly when planning your event.
Unusual program ideas create positive emotions
and enthusiasm. Let us know your wishes and we
will turn them into reality.

It is always the simplest ideas
that have the most extraordinary success.
Leo Tolstoi
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Hotel Rooms
All our rooms are contemporarily furnished and are
on the ground floor. The whole complex is in countryhouse design, very comfortable with a tasteful and
elegant atmosphere.

In conjunction with your conference, we can offer the
following special rates for a booking of at least 10 rooms:
Standard single room:
from E 58,00 Euro
Comfort-class single room: from E 68,00 Euro
Standard double room:
from E 73,00 Euro
Comfort-class double room: from E 83,00 Euro
All room prices are per room/per night and are inclusive of
our vitamin-filled "Good Morning Breakfast Buffet", served
daily from 6 am till 10 am

Amenities in our standard rooms:
• flat-screen TV
• fridge
• air-conditioning
• free Wi-Fi
• telephone
• mini-safe
• on-site parking
Amenities in our comfort-class rooms:
in addition to those in the standard rooms
• mattress toppers for extra comfort
• tea and coffee-making facilities
• quiet location
• some rooms facing the garden
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Rosenhof Events
Fondue Evening:
Spend a congenial evening in conversation with your
colleagues. Our fondue is served with various types of
meat, fresh baguette, delicious dips, salad from our buffet
and a juniper berry schnapps.
So spear it and enjoy it!
E 26,90 per person (min 10 persons)

Cheese fondue:
Made from best Swiss cheeses, our chef offers a delicious
cheese fondue with tasty side-dishes, fresh fruit, grapes and
to finish off, a cherry schnapps.
E 22,90 per person (min 10 persons)

Menu and wine:
A culinary experience!
Sit down by candlelight and be spoilt. We will serve you an
exquisite four-course dinner with corresponding wine, mineral
water and coffee.
E 38,90 per person (min 10 persons)

BBQ-Buffet:
Enjoy our delicious barbeque buffet, if weather permits,
served on our summer terrace. We present tasty starters,
meat and fish from the barbeque, seasonal salads, baked
potatoes with herbed quark, bread and butter.
E 23,90 per person (min 10 persons)
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Leisure opportunities
Movies – Broadway Cinema Landstuhl
www.broadwaykino.de
2 minutes on foot

Golf – Barbarossa Golf Club Mackenbach
www.gcbarbarossa.de
10 minutes by car

Wellness – Cubo Landstuhl
www.cubo-sauna.de
5 minutes by car

Swimming – Azur Ramstein
www.freizeitbad-azur.de
5 minutes by car

Bowling – Planet Bowling Kaiserslautern
www.planet-bowling.de
15 minutes by car

Hiking – Burg Nanstein Landstuhl
www.nanstein.historische-orte.de
8 minutes by car

Karting – Go Indoor Kartbahn Kaiserslautern-Erfenbach
www.go-indoorkart.de
20 minutes by car

Scenic, well-signposted nordic walking trail
at the hotel

Rock-climbing Waldseilpark K1 Mehlingen
www.K1-waldseilpark.de
20 minutes by car
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How to find us
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By Car:
A6 from both directions,
Exit 13, Ramstein-Miesenbach
Cities:
Kaiserlautern 16 kms
Saarbrücken 45 kms
Pirmasens 32,2 kms
Mannheim 80 kms
Trier 101 kms

IC train station:
Kaiserlautern 19 kms
Main station
Airports:
Saarbrücken 45 kms
Frankfurt 119 kms
Am Koehlwäldchen 16
66877 Ramstein
Tel. 06371-80010
Fax: 06371-64641
www.hotel-rosenhof.de
info@hotel-rosenhof.de

© www.kreatyv.de

IC train station:
Landstuhl 2,4 kms
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Train stations:
Landstuhl 2,4 kms
Ramstein 4,7 kms

